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Interesting Aircraft in New Zealand
contributed by Chris Gee

A Tiger’s Tale
In this article we begin a new ‘occasional’ series item covering interesting aircraft
types on our New Zealand register. Regular KiwiFlyer Contributor Chris
Gee will author the series which commences with a favourite of many aviation
enthusiasts, the de Havilland Tiger Moth.

1931, and was an instant hit with the RAF with deliveries beginning
in 1932. Quick to manufacture, simple to maintain and easy to
fly, the Tiger Moth quickly became a huge success, becoming the
default primary trainer throughout the
Commonwealth. In total, over 8492 Tiger
SINCE its first fight in 1925, Geoffrey
Moths were built, including 5161 in the
de Havilland had been trying to sell his
United Kingdom, 1747 in Canada, 1085
DH.60 Gypsy Moth to the Royal Air
in Australia, 345 in New Zealand, 91 in
Force as a primary trainer, but despite its
Portugal, 37 in Norway and 23 in Sweden.
success in the civilian market, the RAF
The Tiger Moth has played an extremely
was at best luke-warm to the aircraft.
important part in New Zealand’s modern
They were mostly concerned with the
history. Literally thousands of Kiwi pilots
poor accessibility of the front cockpit.
have learnt to fly in one of these aircraft,
All service pilots wore parachutes,
with the type first introduced in 1939
and getting into or out of the front
by the Royal New Zealand Air Force
(instructor’s) cockpit of a Gypsy Moth
as its primary trainer. Of the 335 Tiger
meant clambering under the top wing and
Moths used by the RNZAF between
through an obstacle course of supporting
1939 and 1956, 181 of them were built
struts and wires. This was difficult enough
in New Zealand at the de Havilland
on the ground while wearing a parachute,
Aircraft Company of New Zealand Ltd
but quite impractical while in flight. With
factory in Rongotai, Wellington. (This
his eye on a big RAF order, de Havilland
factory eventually became the current
set about constructing a new design. No
Air New Zealand terminal at what is now
drawing board calculations took place
Wellington Airport). 24 civilian Tiger
in a comfortable design office however.
Moths were also pressed into military
Instead, Geoffrey took a Gypsy Moth,
service at the outbreak of World War Two.
dismantled it in a small shed, and set about
After its successful and vital employment
re-arranging it as needed. The top wing
as a military trainer, a large number
was moved forward 22 inches. This solved
became privately owned. Many examples
Thousands of pilots learned to fly in the Tiger Moth’s
the cockpit access issue, but the centre
were adapted for agricultural duties, by
simple and functional cockpit.
of gravity was now behind the centre
replacing the front seat with a hopper to
of pressure. So all four wings were swept back nine inches at the
hold superphosphate for aerial top-dressing. New Zealand’s Tiger
inter-plane struts, the rear spars were shortened, and new struts
Moth pilots pioneered techniques that would go on to have a wide
fitted. Finally the upper wings were angled back an additional two
ranging effect on agriculture world-wide. From the 1950s, these
inches… and the Tiger Moth was born.
aircraft were replaced by purpose-built agricultural aircraft, so
The first de Havilland DH.82 Tiger Moth flew on October 26th
even more Tiger Moths made their way into aero clubs and private
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Bruce Lynch’s immaculate De Havilland DH.82 Tiger Moth ZK-ASM

hands, then forming the basis of New Zealand’s burgeoning general
aviation scene. Today, the flyable Tiger Moth population is actually
increasing over time, and with the large amount of rebuilds there
are now over 250 believed to be flying worldwide. 30 of these are
located here in New Zealand, where there is a firm appreciation of
Geoffrey de Havilland and his creations.
One of the most immaculate examples flying today is Bruce
Lynch’s DH 82A Tiger Moth II, ZK-ASM. It was built in Hatfield
UK and shipped to New Zealand on ‘SS Somerset’ for assembly in
1940. Once here, it became NZ874 and was pressed into service by
the 1st Elementary Flying Training School in Taieri, Otago. There
must be literally hundreds of New Zealand’s young men who left
the ground for the first time in this machine. In 1948 the aircraft
was issued free to the Marlborough Aero Club where it entered the
NZ Civil Register as ZK-ASM. It was transferred to J. Hogley of
Havelock North in 1950, who used it as a top-dressing aircraft until
1957, when it was withdrawn from the register to lie in pieces for
many years.
Bruce initially obtained ZK-ASM for use as spares for his other
Tiger Moth restoration project ZK-AUE, but luckily that’s not how
things worked out… “I met Dave Phillpotts in ‘81”, Bruce explains.
“He put me in touch with John Antunovich, who had the wreck
of ZK-AUE. This was my first restoration project, which involved
travelling all over New Zealand with a trailer hunting down parts.
Temple Martin at Bridge Pa was extremely helpful and built the
wings for AUE for me. That project was completed in ‘85, under
Dave Phillpotts’ guidance. I decided not to insure that aircraft and
instead, invested in a ‘spares package’. Temple came to the fore on
that one, and gave me a deal that I could not refuse in the form of
one complete but dismantled Tiger Moth, ZK-ASM.”
Work continued slowly on ZK-ASM over the years until an old
friend of Bruce’s, Garth Hogan, became interested and bought a
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half share in the project. Bruce describes the restoration process as
“14 years of sandblasting, painting, assembling, woodwork, fabric
and dope. I had great assistance from others, especially de Havilland
guru Stan Smith who was very conveniently based at North Shore,
where I had moved to in 1986.” Meanwhile, Garth’s restoration
ambitions proceeded further than the Tiger Moth project with his
establishment of Pioneer Aero Restorations and of course his own
P-40. ZK-ASM finally flew in 2000, and a few years later Bruce sold
ZK-AUE and bought out Garth’s share in the project.
Bruce has been flying since 1969, and carries out work for the
film and television industry through his company Wingnut Aviation
Ltd. He is currently in the process of restoring a Miles Messenger
and building a ¾ scale Mustang. Alongside his aviation work,
Bruce is a legend in his own right in the music business, both in
New Zealand and internationally. He is probably most famous for
his years touring and recording as Cat Stevens’ bass player in the
1970s, along with session and touring work for other luminaries
such as Rick Wakeman, Kate Bush, Chris Rea, DD Smash and Dave
Dobbyn, among many others. Bruce has his own excellent studio
in Bayswater, the ‘Boat Shed’ where he produces work for some of
New Zealand’s finest artists, such as Anika Moa and Mel Parsons,
as well as a multitude of film and television scores. His two worlds
of aviation and music collided nicely in 1998 with his work on the
film ‘Wild Blue’. The film was based around the use of ZK-AUE,
in which Bruce flew the flying sequences for the movie, as well
as writing and producing the music soundtrack. You can see an

example of Bruce’s television work here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZ2iMU3oUG4
Bruce began flying in New Plymouth, building and flying model
aircraft from the old Bell Block Aerodrome. As a youngster he had
his first flight in a Cessna 180 with his father as he commuted to a
station in North Taranaki, and from that moment on was hooked
on flying. After starting his flying training at New Plymouth Aero
Club in 1969 he finished his Private Pilot Licence at Manukau
Flying School in 1971. Bruce says “I moved out to the UK in 1973
for my music, attending many airshows while I was there. I always
loved the biplanes and the classic WWII stuff. Old Warden was
a favourite! Before returning to New Zealand in 1979, I looked
at buying a Tiger, the going price at that time being around 4,500
GBP.” Both of Bruce’s children are also flyers. Bruce’s daughter
Aimee is continuing her PPL course, while his son Andy, also an
accomplished musician, obtained his license at the age of 18.
So why does Cat Stevens’ bass player tear up the skies over the
unsuspecting residents of Auckland’s North Shore in a Tiger Moth?
“Why not! Either The Tiger Moth is the most enjoyable aeroplane
ever, or I am an aeronautical masochist! It is very hard to compare
the Tiger to other aircraft. Yes, it is a big kite, barely fast enough to
kill you… but it certainly will if mistreated!”
If you are in the neighborhood, keep an eye on the sky around
the North Shore Airfield at Dairy Flat… You might just see Bruce
Lynch buzzing overhead! Or is it Wilbur the dog taking ZK-ASM
out for a joyride?
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Captions:
1. Bruce Lynch operates out of the North Shore Airfield at Diary Flat, which offers easy access to the
picturesque Hauraki Gulf. 2. Wilbur the Dog, Bruce’s Trusty sidekick. 3. The craftsmanship that went
into building ZK-ASM is evident here. Bruce Lynch keeps it in top condition. 4. ZK-ASM’s cockpit is
typical of the type. 5. The Tiger Moth is fully aerobatic and highly maneuverable. 6. The Tiger Moth’s
fuselage is instantly recognisable, even from this angle.
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Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 		 09 299 9442
Fax: 		 09 299 9458
Mobile: 		 021 748 984
Email:		 brett@heliflitepacific.com
Web:		 www.heliflitepacific.com
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland.
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